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“Where free unions and collective 
bargaining is forbidden, freedom is 
lost.”
-Ronald Reagan

Really.
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Election Results are Finally In! 

A big congratulations to the newly elected E-board and 
trustees! At the meeting March, 17th, 2014 brother Keith 

Harris helped swear in the new board (l-r): Rachel Magee 
- President, Mikela Cowan – Sergeant at Arms, Michelle 

Ferrier – Recording Secretary, Todd Drga – Vice President, 
Rita Kelso – Secretary Treasurer, and Lupe Perez – 

Business Agent. Also sworn in at the meeting, Death Fund 
trustee Rita Kelso and General Fund Trustee Kevin Richie.

It takes an Army! The load out crew for Jimmy Kimmel Live, 3.15.14. 
Photo courtesy of Frank Cortez
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Social Media Notes

 Recently the International released a Social Media Guide and a Netiquette guide online. The social media guide 
gives the basics of Facebook and Twitter and outlines how unions and members can use the outlets to disseminate 
news, campaign, and become stronger.  Most major unions have both Facebook and Twitter accounts, and anyone 

on the social media sites can join the sites and follow unions and other labor organizations online. 
 The Social Media Guide walks you through the basics of setting up a Facebook  account, making a page, 
and sharing content. The basics of Twitter teaches you to make an account, about “following” (IATSE is suggested 
of course), and “tweeting” (sharing a post that is 140 characters or less). The Netiquette Guide is also an excellent 

resource with pointers on social media etiquette such as:
	 “Just	because	you’re	not	face-to-tace	doesn’t	give	you	a	free	pass	to	write	rude,	inflammatory	comments,
 make fun of people/the IATSE/IATSE leadership, give false information, share obscene pictures, and so on. 
 If you think it’s a bad idea to do off-line, it’s just as bad to do it online.

	 “Don’t	post	confidential	information.	If	you’re	unsure	about	information,	you	can	check	with	your	union	officer,
 the studio, even your legal department if available – or just don’t post it.” 
 Through social media sites information is quickly shared and disseminated.  If anybody recalls a controversial 
bill	that	came	up	in	special	session	last	summer	in	Austin,	news	of	the	actions	being	taken	spread	like	wildfire	through	
Facebook and Twitter, gained extensive exposure and mobilized thousands. IATSE Local 917, Atlantic City, is in a 
current campaign to raise wages at casinos, and has started a cyber campaign via Facebook to bring attention to its 

predicament. You can read more about that here  http://newsletter.iatse205.org/archives/612. 
 You can download the pdf/read the guides online at http://iatse.net/member-resources/social-media-guide

Web exclusive! 
For a run down of the 
costuming process for 
Ballet Austin’s all new 

Nutcracker that recently 
debuted, check out 

“Behind the Tutus” with 
Joan Miller at 

http://newsletter.iatse205.org/ ! 

IATSE Health and Welfare Fund notes:

	 Each	quarter	there	is	a	5-day	grace	period	after	the	due	date	advised	on	statements,	to	allow	the	benefits	office	
to	process	anything	received	for	5	days	after	the	due	date.	(So,	if	you	find	yourself	filling	our	your	enrollment	form	on	
the day it was due back as I did recently, send it in anyway.)

 Loss of coverage - if you lose your coverage because you failed to respond to a statement in time and you 
have been enrolled continuously for at least 8 consecutive quarters immediately prior to your loss or change in 
coverage, you are eligible for a “One Free Pass Appeal” to the H&W Board of Trustees.  To appeal for reinstatement 
your signed request to the Board of Trustees must be received within 45 days of your coverage change or loss.  You 
must include the verbiage that you would like to use your One Free Pass Appeal. Upon approval of the appeal, you 
will	be	notified	in	writing.	If	approved,	you	can	only	take	advantage	of	this	rule	once	every	five	years.	
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Sol-i-dar-i-ty   (sŏl’ ǝ-dăr’ ǝ-tē) n., pl. –ties. 1. 
Unity or agreement of feeling or action, esp. 
among individuals with a common interest. 2. 
Mutual support within a group.

As many of you know, I have spent more than a 
decade traveling our country extensively as a stage-
hand. This has allowed me a unique vantage point 
with regards to our union brothers and sisters coast 
to coast. I believe I can honestly say we are members 
of a very proud family.

IATSE locals vary greatly around the country. There 
are many where being a stagehand is a second job 
but being a member of the local IATSE is of high 
priority and pride. Others are able to keep their 
members gainfully employed, but the members tend 
to work union and nonunion jobs, possibly even on 
the same day. Then there are the “big locals.” Most 
of the single digit locals fall into this category along 
with many others. These locals enjoy many contracts 
in their jurisdiction with buildings, promoters, and 
producers alike. The members are well paid and well 
taken care of. 

Interestingly (to me at least), I found a wide array of 
attitudes towards unionism in talking to members 
from all the types of locals listed above and all the 
others which fall in between. I am al-
ways impressed by the ability of certain 
locals to energize their members. These 
usually successful locals understand 
what it takes to make a union work – 
solidarity, in its truest sense. We’ve all 
heard stories of cities where the mem-
bers wouldn’t dare cross a picket line or 
take a job out from under another mem-
ber. When a local stands together there 
is much that can be accomplished.

While, as expected, cities that have a 
long established union presence are 
easier to make a living in, burgeoning 
cities give their members a great sense 
of pride with each accomplishment. 
This pride carries over into all aspects of 
membership. These members tend to be 
less jaded and more interested in per-
forming their job to the absolute highest 
standard. These are the cities every road 
hand wants to play.

Strict training programs help many locals maintain 
the highest skill levels in their membership ranks. 
This, in turn, helps them win great contracts for their 
members. This not only applies to physical skills, but 
also to work ethic and attitude on the job. 

When working towards bettering a situation for a 
local, we can be our own best friend and our own 
worst enemy. Too many times, I hear stories of a 
local that has lost a contract with an organization to 
one  of its own members who does the job without a 
collective bargaining agreement in place. This is not 
solidarity. This practice undermines the ability of that 
local to gain full representation within their jurisdic-
tion. 

It is always a great feeling to know you are accepted 
in a group. Being a member of IATSE, we have friends 
and family in almost every city in this country. I have 
personally been in another town when I had a small 
crisis. The Broadway house in that city was nearby, I 
walked over to the theatre and mentioned I was an 
IATSE member and needed some help. Within min-
utes I had a small crew helping to resolve my crisis. 
This, to me, is what being a  union member is all 
about. 

Jon Maloy being sworn in in 1973. 
(l-r) Jim Maloy, Jon Maloy, John Carpenter, Sheriff Simpson and 

Dorothy Drew.
Photo courtesy of John Stewart 

Solidarity
-Kevin Richie
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Written by Local 205 member Richard Cadena, this 
book is the one to go to for information about electric-
ity and how we use it in the entertainment industry. 
Brother Cadena covers a wide range of topics, from the 
basic physics of what electricity is on the atomic scale, 
to direct current (DC) circuits, alternating current (AC) 
circuits, different kinds of electrical loads, three-phase 
power, temporary power distribution and generators. 
Don’t know what some those terms mean? After reading 
this book, you will! And to make sure you understand the 
concepts, there are review questions at the end of each 
chapter.

Electricity is a complicated subject and in the enter-
tainment industry we often simplify or ignore some of 
its fundamental principles.  Most theatrical electricians 
won’t bother to work out an impedance vector diagram 
for each type of fixture they plug in (I wouldn’t…) but 
sometimes “good enough for stagehand work” comes 
back to bite us.  You can’t get around the laws of phys-
ics where electricity is concerned. Brother Cadena does 
a good job of explaining those principles. Yes, those 
sections read like a physics textbook and have plenty 
of formulas and strange Greek letters but there are also 
illustrations and diagrams to help explain the principles.  
There are even some exercises that you can do on your 
own computer using Excel.

There is an entire chapter devoted to electrical safety, 
covering the physiological effects of electric shock, 
personal protective equipment, and arc-flash/arc-blast. It 
also covers lock-out/tag-out and the NFPA 70E Standard 
for Electrical Safety in the Workplace, which is a docu-
ment that all Head Electricians should be familiar with.

The book thoroughly covers other important topics, each 
in their own chapter.  Grounding (or earthing) is a topic 
that impacts not only safety but also proper operation of 
data and audio equipment. Branch overcurrent protection 
deals with fuses and circuit breakers that allow power 

to be safely distributed around a workplace. Dimming 
systems includes not only a description of the main types 
of dimmers in use today and how they work, but also 
how those dimmers and new LED fixtures can generate 
undesirable harmonics in the power system (and how 
those harmonics can be minimized).

Perhaps the most useful chapter for a theatrical electri-
cian is Chapter 12: Temporary and Portable Power Dis-
tribution.  This chapter goes through the process of put-
ting together a power distribution system, such as would 
be used for a show or concert, from the planning stage on 
paper to the connector on each instrument.  It has fairly 
comprehensive coverage of the issues a Head Electrician 
needs to resolve to get the show up and running safely. 
How do you choose the size of your feeder cable?  What 
kind of power distribution equipment do you need? What 
kind of connectors are appropriate for the loads and volt-
ages involved? What do you need to know if your show 
is traveling to another country?

So, heavy physics aside, how does the book fare as a 
useful tool for the entertainment electrician? Very well, 
in my opinion.  The book is well laid out, with short 
chapters and plenty of illustrations and pictures. It is 
easy to find the information you are looking for and there 
are several appendices of useful information (including 
the answers to the chapter review questions). There is a 
constant focus on safety and the relevant codes and laws 
that should be followed. The topics covered in this book 
are also likely to be found on the ETCP Entertainment 
Electrician exam, so it serves as an excellent study guide 
for anyone looking to achieve that certification. And our 
own Sister Mikela Cowan is on the cover!

I own the first edition of this book, and would definitely 
recommend this second edition to all theatrical electri-
cians who want to have a comprehensive reference book 
on hand. 

- Todd Drga

Book Review
Electricity for the Entertainment Electrician & Technician, 

2nd Edition by Richard Cadena
ISBN 978-0-415-71483-9
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A word from the 
Organizing Committee

“The local union that feels that its 
jurisdiction is already fully organized 

is in the process of dying, unless 
it recognizes that it must organize 

to support the contracts that it 
already has, and extend those same 
conditions to everyone doing similar 

work in that industry.” 
-Matthew D. Loeb, IATSE Organizing Resource Handbook

 My name is Alejandro Diaz Jr. 
and I am a professional stagehand. I 
have an MFA in Film, a BA in Theatre, 
and I am an IATSE Local 205 Union 
Member. I was asked to be a member 
of the organizing committee. 
I attended the AFL-CIO 2013 
Organizing Seminar. I am fortunate 
to have had the opportunity to meet 
with the organizing committee 
of Local 205. The committee has 
developed new guidelines for 
collecting information. 
 Keeping track of all vital 
issues and prospective members’ 
information has been vital for 
developing a stronger organizing 
effort. Local 205 is in the process 
of organizing in Austin Texas. http://
www.iatse-intl.org/us-organizing/how-
organize offers more information on 
the specifics of organizing. The 
IATSE Organizing Resource Book has 
offered guidelines to aid the efforts 
of the organizing committee. 
 If the stagehand next to you 
at your next gig is not a member, 
let’s encourage them to become 
a member of IATSE Local 205. 
A stronger union can help the 
organizing effort in Austin, Texas. 

 
StageCall is proud to announce that on February 18, 2014 

the House Stage Employees of the Long Center for the 
Performing Arts did unanimously vote to name IATSE 

Local 205 as their sole representative for the purposes 
of negotiating a new collective bargaining agreement. 
Local 205 looks forward to beginning negotiations with 

Long Center management with the assistance of IA 
Representative Joel Youngerman. 

  In barely related news, the city council voted on 
2/27/14 to change Austin’s contract with the Long Center, 

potentially opening a new spigot of funding for the 
struggling performing arts center.  

 So, good for the city for supporting the arts in Central 
Texas, and good for the Long Center house staff. May 
this	be	the	beginning	of	a	long	and	mutually	beneficial	

relationship between two important members of Austin’s 
theater community.

Brother Michael Otis Danburg and Frank Cortez, 
Long Center employees, taking their membership oaths. 

Photo courtesy of Bradley Wilson. 

Per capita is due
  $71 a quarter

A Word From The Prez
Despite the initial errors that caused our election cycle to be signifi-
cantly delayed, I have to say that I am very pleased and proud of 
the member participation in our recent elections.  In a stark contrast 
to 2011 where the same folks were shuffled around and nominated 
for multiple offices in what appeared to me as an astonishing case 
of apathy, this time we saw a great many members stepping up to 
serve.  Additionally, we had an average voter turn out of 73%!  I 
would like to thank all of those ran for office, congratulate those 
who obtained office and applaud all of those who voted.  We are 
truly taking ownership of our Local.  Let’s keep moving forward 
together and ban the apathy for good!      -President Rachel Magee
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ALO’s 2014 Tosca Crew minus the Wig and Make-Up Crew (Frank still feels bad about that) 
photo from Frank Cortez

Welcome new members!

Jessica Dunbar, 
Michael Otis Danburg,

Frank Cortez, 
Joe Martin, 
Ben Foss,

Lorenza Phillips, 
Susie Anderson,

and Arlene Waghalter.

Be sure and check out 
Bradley P Wilson’s blog

 Stagehand View
at 

http://newsletter.iatse205.org/topic/blogs

 That’s where he posts 
most every week about 
labor news and other 

working class concerns.

Health and Welfare Fund Questions?
800-456-3863 • 212-897-3232

Get Info On Local 205 On The Web
www.iatse205.org
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Stage Basics                       
With Andrew Ferrucci

 Hello technicians and thank you for returning to 
another installment of The Basics. As you may recall from 
last summer’s education issue of Stage Call, this space was 
occupied by an introduction to the electrics hang. I only got 
as far as the overheads in that one but, as promised, I have 
chosen for this edition to continue with the other aspects of 
preparing the electrics for performance.

  Lighting positions other than overhead battens 
include booms, ladders, box booms (or side slots), opera 
boxes, balcony rails, and catwalks. (The spot booth is also a 
lighting position, but follow spot operation will be addressed 
here in a future issue). Some shows also employ the use of 
practicals (scenic pieces or props that require electricity, 
such as a lamp) or rovers (light sources that are placed in 
position for only part of the show). Show electricians are 
also responsible for all things electric that don’t fit neatly 
into any other department, as well as instruments that 
provide atmosphere on stage (foggers, hazers, and smoke 
machines).

 Booms and ladders are located in the wings and 
provide sidelight for the performance. Booms are floor 
based vertical pipes on bases. Depending on the height of 
the boom and the weight of the inventory installed on it, it 
may need to be safetied to the grid with the use of a spot 
line or rabbit ears. Ladders resemble actual ladders but 
are designed to hang lights on. They are suspended from 
the grid or truss above the booms. The plot will provide 
information such as the type of units to be installed on the 
booms and ladders and placement heights. The plot will also 
tell you how far off center and upstage of the plaster line 
the booms and ladders should be placed.

 Sidelight is used heavily in dance productions. An 
effect of this is that it makes performers appear taller and 
thinner, like dancers need that.

 Catwalks are located over the audience seating area. 
This location is also referred to as the beam. Hang locations 
are specifically named, from proximity to the stage, near, 
mid and far beam (or cat). They may also be referred to as 
cats “a”, “b”, and “c”, respectively. 

 Units located on the far beam are almost exclusively 
ellipsoidal spotlights equipped with five degree lenses. Any 
wider than that and a single unit would spill light onto both 
sides of the proscenium, over the arch, and probably into 
the pit as well. It won’t have much punch, either. From this 
distance even the five degree units can only provide a front 
stage wash (downstage). Specials may be employed from 
the mid or near beam, but fixtures in these positions mostly 
provide stage wash, and can reach farther upstage than the 
ones on the far beam. 

 A feature that Dell hall has, which the concert hall 
does not, is a hanging position at the apron catwalk. This 
is the first ante-proscenium hang location. That means it’s 
located downstage of the proscenium. It provides front light 
from a high angle which is similar to the downlight provided 
by the overheads. Sometimes an AP truss is installed from 
the apron grid in the absence of a hang location at the apron 
cat.

 The most direct angle of front light for a proscenium 
stage production will be from the balcony rail. Unlike fixtures 
on the beam, units located here will usually need to be 
installed and struck for each performance. They are generally 
in view of the audience, and this location is used for more of 
a variety of fixtures than the beam. Chances are good that 
something else will need to be there for the next show.

 Box booms and opera boxes are located on the side 
of the house downstage of the proscenium. The angle of the 
light is to the side of direct front but can be focused farther 
upstage than light from the beam. Not to get too technical 
for The Basics, but this is a good location to employ the use 
of additive color mixing. We’ll come back to that. Or you 
could look it up, if so inclined. 

 If you ever have the privilege of being on the front of 
house electrics sub-crew, you will probably have to get the 
gear out there first. You might luck out and not have to haul 
stuff up to the beam, but a good amount of inventory will 
probably need to be schlepped (yeah, schlepped) from the 
truck or electrics storage to the appropriate hang location. 
On the plus side, it’s much safer than working alongside 
carpenters on stage. And nothing’s going to fall on you.

 I’ve probably already exceeded my space limitations, 
so focus will again have to wait. Until next issue, work safely 
on stage and enjoy what you do.

Andrew



IATSE Local 205
P.O Box 142
Austin, TX 78767

Since 1911, the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, Local 205, has been 
serving the Austin area as 
the labor union representing 
technicians, artisans and crafts 
persons in the entertainment 
industry, including live theatre, 
concert and convention events. 
We are the source for 
professional experienced 
personnel, including 
Stagehands, Scenic Carpenters, 
Properties Personnel, 
Projectionists, Riggers, 
Wardrobe Personnel, Lighting 
Technicians, Sound 
Technicians, Audio/Visual 
Technicians, Camera Operators, 
and Decorators. We can cover 
your stagecraft needs from 
corporate meeting to musical 
theatre. 

                                          
Contact the Business Representative for information on staffing your production: 

BusinessAgent@IATSE205.org 512-371-1217 voice 512-458-1507 fax

pho-
to by 


